This paper describes an application of the Mathisson-Papapetrou-Dixon (MPD) equations in analytic perturbation form to the case of circular motion around a radially accreting or radiating black hole described by the Vaidya metric. Based on the formalism presented earlier, this paper explores the effects of mass accretion or loss of the central body on the overall dynamics of the orbiting spinning particle. This includes changes to its squared mass and spin magnitude due to the classical analog of radiative corrections from spin-curvature coupling. Various quantitative consequences are explored when considering orbital motion near the black hole's event horizon. An analysis on the orbital stability properties due to spin-curvature interactions is examined briefly, with conclusions in general agreement with previous work performed for the case of circular motion around a Kerr black hole.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Mathisson-Papapetrou-Dixon (MPD) equations [1] [2] [3] [4] represent a well-known description of classical spinning particle motion in the presence of a curved spacetime background. They comprise the "pole-dipole approximation" for the dynamics of extended bodies with spin angular momentum in the vicinity of black holes, neutron stars, or other sources of space-time curvature where a strong gravitational field is generated. This includes sources which themselves are time-varying for the duration of a spinning particle's motion along its worldline. As a consequence, the spin-curvature coupling term in the MPD equations, which generates an external force and torque to act on the spinning particle, also becomes time-varying, leading to potentially very interesting dynamical effects experienced by the particle.
One particularly interesting space-time background with an explicit time dependence is known as the Vaidya metric, which describes space-time curvature due to a spherically symmetric compact source that either radially accretes surrounding radiation, or radiates away its central mass. Given that most astrophysical sources have at least some orbital or spin angular momentum during their formation, it is unlikely to find candidate sources in the night sky that carry the properties exactly described by the Vaidya metric. However, because of its relative simplicity compared to the Kerr metric to describe rotating black holes, while also having a timedependent central mass, the Vaidya metric nonetheless provides an ideal testing ground for understanding subtle properties of the MPD equations for an orbiting spinning particle that is sensitive to a time-varying gravitational field. A recent paper [5] presents an extensive numerical investigation of the MPD equations in a Vaidya * Electronic address: dinesh.singh@uregina.ca background, modelling a point dipole in circular orbit around a much heavier non-rotating black hole described by a monotonically increasing central mass function in terms of known functions. This paper also shows, using only the quadrupole moment formula, that the dynamical background due to a growing central mass can influence the shape and frequency of gravitational waveforms generated by the spinning particle for a sufficiently large mass accretion rate, with potentially useful implications for low-frequency gravitational wave astronomy via the space-based LISA observatory [6] .
Although a numerical treatment of the MPD equations in a Vaidya background is undoubtedly a useful exercise, an analytical exploration of the same problem is definitely beneficial in many respects. For example, knowing the explicit time-dependence of the mass function within an analytical expression of the MPD equations allows for the study of conditions where instabilities in the dynamical system most likely will occur. It can also potentially give useful insight for knowing when a mass increase or loss will lead to macroscopic changes in the particle's orbit for a predetermined mass accretion or loss rate. Furthermore, the general results obtained from such a study can provide clues for how a spinning particle may respond due to a more realistic time-dependent source than one described by the Vaidya metric, such as a pulsating star, particularly on determining the most dominant contribution to its response.
A recent development on the study of the MPD equations involves a linear perturbative approach first introduced by Chicone, Mashhoon, and Punsly (CMP) [7] , with an application by Mashhoon and Singh [8] for determining a first-order perturbation of a circular orbit around a Kerr black hole due to spin-curvature coupling. This first approach was more recently generalized by Singh [9] to accommodate for higher-order contributions in powers of s/(m r) ≪ 1, where ρ = s/m is the Møller radius [8, 10] in terms of the particle's spin magnitude s and mass m, and r is the radial distance from the background mass source to the particle's location. This generalization can be applied to formally infinite order in the perturbation expansion parameter and makes no reference to any particular space-time metric or symmetries therein. A detailed application of the generalized CMP approximation to the MPD equations was just presented for the case of circular motion around a Kerr black hole. For future reference, this recent paper is now identified as "Paper I" [11] . It would be very interesting to perform the same investigation as found in Paper I, but this time applied to the Vaidya metric.
The purpose of this paper is to apply the generalized CMP approximation of the MPD equations to describe circular motion around a static compact object described by the Vaidya metric, and incorporate both mass accretion from null radiation and outgoing radiation within the formalism. This paper begins with a brief review of the MPD equations and the generalized CMP approximation [8, 9, 11] , found in Sec. II. An introduction to the Vaidya metric [5] and its application to the generalized CMP approximation is then presented in Sec. III. Following this, Sec. IV describes the main results for the case of circular motion around the central body to second order in the perturbation expansion parameter, including the "radiative corrections" of the squared mass and spin magnitudes predicted within the underlying formalism [9, 11] . Afterwards, a discussion of the obtained results is given in Sec. V, followed by a brief conclusion. Consistent with Paper I, the Riemann and Ricci tensors follow the conventions of MTW [12] with signature +2, and assuming geometric units of G = c = 1.
II. MATHISSON-PAPAPETROU-DIXON (MPD) EQUATIONS AND THE GENERALIZED CMP APPROXIMATION A. MPD Equations
Given the dynamical degrees of freedom P µ (τ ) and S αβ (τ ) for the spinning particle's linear four-momentum and spin tensor, respectively, the MPD equations are
where R µναβ is the Riemann curvature tensor and u µ (τ ) = dx µ (τ )/dτ is the four-velocity with affine parametrization τ . While τ can be chosen to satisfy u µ u µ = −1 to describe proper time, it is not necessary to impose this particular constraint if desired. The combined force equation (1a) and torque equation (1b) infer that the particle's four-momentum precesses around the centre-of-mass worldline, giving rise to non-trivial motion away from time-like geodesic motion.
The MPD equations presented in (1) are underdetermined, and require supplementary equations to specify the system. A commonly accepted constraint is to impose orthogonality between the particle's linear and spin angular momenta, following Dixon's approach [3, 4] , such that
As well, the mass and spin parameters m and s are identified by the constraint equations
which become constants of the motion [7] when (2) is implemented within the MPD equations. It is also wellknown that the four-velocity u µ can be expressed in terms of P µ and S αβ within the MPD formalism [13] , leading to
where specification of P · u determines the parametrization constraint for τ . Clearly, (4) shows that the spincurvature coupling creates a displacement of the particle's four-velocity away from geodesic motion.
B. Generalized CMP Approximation
While a more detailed account of the generalized CMP approximation can be found in Paper I, it is useful to briefly summarize the main points of this approach to the MPD equations. This is a perturbation approach based on the assumption that
where P µ (j) and S µν (j−1) are the respective jth-order contributions of the linear momentum and spin angular momentum in ε, an expansion parameter associated with s. In addition, the four-velocity is described as
The zeroth-order expressions in ε then correspond to a spinless particle in geodesic motion, while higher-order contributions are identified with spin-curvature coupling.
The main idea to the generalized CMP approximation is to substitute (5) and (6) into both the MPD equations (1) and the exact expression for u µ according to (4) , expand these equations with respect to ε, and solve for each order of the perturbation expansion iteratively. It follows that the jth-order expressions of the MPD equations are
where j = 0 implies that
while j = 1, corresponding to the CMP approximation [7, 9, 11] , is
In addition to (1), the supplementary spin condition equation (2) and constraint equations (3) for the squared mass and spin magnitudes need to be incorporated within this formalism. For the spin condition, it is straightforward to show that
for the (j+1)th-order contribution, where
for the first-order perturbation in ε. As for the squared mass and spin magnitude constraint equations, it is possible to identify a bare mass m 0 and bare spin s 0 according to
such that
are dimensionless jth-order "radiative corrections" to m 2 0 and s 2 0 , respectively, due to spin-curvature coupling. Each expression of (14) satisfies
Solving for the four-velocity (6) requires specifying the parametrization constraint within (4) . Following Paper I, the particularly useful choice of
leads to
where
implying that u µ is indeed the four-velocity with unit normal to third-order in ε. It is not necessarily true, however, that u · u = −1 applied to all orders of ε corresponds to (16) . Extending (18) to fourth-order in ε and higher requires a more general approach, where
and the choice for each (P · u) (j) is determined from constraint equations for each order of ε as required.
C. Summary of the Linear Momentum and Spin Angular Momentum Expansion Components
The approach adopted to solve for the linear momentum and spin tensor expansion components in the generalized CMP approximation is to use the tetrad formalism and work in Fermi normal co-ordinates. Full details for obtaining these expressions are shown in Paper I, but it is worthwhile to give a brief outline of the procedure. Suppose that an orthonormal tetrad frame λ µα satisfying
and parallel transport (Dλ µα /dτ = 0) describes a projection of space-time curvature described by general spacetime co-ordinates µ onto a locally flat tangent space, denoted byα. The Fermi co-ordinates are described by Xα in the local neighbourhood about the spinning particle's centre-of-mass worldline, while general space-time co-ordinates are denoted by X µ . As usual, λ µ0 = u µ (0) . Furthermore, the Riemann curvature tensor in the Fermi frame is then given by
and that for j ≥ 0,
Following the approach taken in Paper I and elsewhere [9, 11] , it is shown from (22) for j = 0 that
satisfying the first-order spin condition (11) , where Pα (0) = m 0 δα0 and Sî (0) is a constant-valued spatial antisymmetric tensor determined from initial conditions. For j = 1, the linear momentum is straightforwardly determined to be
while
subject to
Contracting (24) into P
µ shows that the first-order mass shift contribution is identicallȳ
However, the expression for first-order spin shift is still formally undetermined based on (25) alone, and while it is tempting to sets 2 1 = 0 in analogy with (27), this is not justified given thats 2 1 only needs to be covariantly constant according to (15) , and not necessarily zero. To obtain an expression fors 2 1 requires the direct solving of (26), the details of which are given in Paper I and are presented in Appendix A of this paper.
Solving for the j = 2 expressions for both P µ and S αβ is straightforward, such that
for the linear momentum, where
is the time-averaged jth-order correction to the squared spin magnitude. The corresponding expression for the spin tensor is given by
the solution to
after substituting u µ (1) from (17) .
D. Perturbations of the Møller Radius
As noted in Paper I, the Møller radius ρ = s/m is closely identified with the strength of spin-curvature coupling experienced by the spinning particle. Previous studies of chaotic dynamics in the Kerr background [14] [15] [16] [17] indicate the possibility that perturbations of ρ may reveal the conditions where a transition from stable to chaotic motion can appear for a spinning particle in a general space-time background. The perturbation expression for the Møller radius is then formally given by
where the contributions due tom With the formalism of the generalized CMP approximation presented, it is possible to now develop the framework for applications to motion in a Vaidya space-time background. The most immediate challenge is to derive the orthonormal tetrad frame λ µα for application of the formalism just outlined. It is very surprising to note that, while the Vaidya metric is much simpler in form compared to the Kerr metric used in Paper I, the relevant computations are technically much more involved, leading to much greater complexity than first anticipated. This is because the Vaidya metric is effectively timedependent, since the mass function is no longer static, but either grows or shrinks monotonically along null rays. Ultimately, this property must be incorporated within the structure of the orthonormal tetrad.
The Vaidya metric in (ξ, r, θ, φ) co-ordinates is described in general form as [5, 18, 19] 
where ξ is a generalized null co-ordinate denoting time development and α is a dimensionless parameter chosen such that
for ingoing radiation [5] along the advanced null coordinate ν, while
corresponding to outgoing radiation [19] along the retarded null co-ordinate µ. For the Vaidya metric, the central mass function M (ξ) is a monotonically increasing or decreasing function of ξ(τ ) for a given choice of α to satisfy the weak energy condition, but is otherwise an arbitrary function. The mass function can also be defined as
where M 0 is the static mass for a Schwarzschild black hole and ∆M (0) = 0. It will prove useful to express (33) in terms of (t, r, θ, φ) co-ordinates, where ξ is described by the tortoise co-ordinate condition [5] 
This leads to the Vaidya metric expressed as
which reduces to the Schwarzschild metric as ∆M (ξ) → 0. While it is mathematically acceptable to leave ∆M (ξ) unspecified, it creates computational obstacles for an exact treatment of the problem. Therefore, a simplifying assumption adopted is to let ∆M/M 0 ≪ 1, which is welljustified on physical grounds, since the Eddington luminosity limit [20] imposes an upper bound mass accretion rate of
where M ⊙ is one solar mass and γ ≈ 0.1 is the energy release efficiency of the outgoing photon flux. This allows for a derivation of the Vaidya tetrad frame λ µα in terms of a linear perturbation about λ µα (Sch) , the Schwarzchild tetrad frame for circular motion, which is presented below.
Consider the Schwarzschild orthonormal tetrad frame [8] for circular motion with fixed radius r > 2M 0 , such that
is the Keplerian frequency of the orbit,
and the energy E and orbital angular momentum L for the orbit are
The boundary conditions are determined such that t = φ = 0 at τ = 0. Furthermore, given that the Vaidya metric is spherically symmetric, the Cartesian axis centred on the black hole is oriented such that orbital motion is confined to the plane defined by θ = π/2 with respect to an assigned z-axis. The next step is to derive the Vaidya orthonormal tetrad in the form
where ∆λ µα is the linear perturbation proportional to ∆M . While an exact treatment within this perturbation approach is given in Appendices B and C, the outcome is considerably more complicated than for the exact orthonormal tetrad in the Kerr background [8] . Therefore, another simplifying assumption is introduced, in the form of a series expansion with respect to inverse powers of N , since any deviations away from the Schwarzschild contribution will only be potentially identifiable when the spinning particle approaches the nearest (photon) orbit of r → 3 M 0 , corresponding to N → 0. In addition, an expression for ∆M needs to be chosen in terms of τ that is consistent with both the properties of the metric (38) and the mass accretion rate upper bound (39). This leads to the choice of
where the prefactor of α in (45) accounts for the direction of radiation flow, and |d (∆M ) /dξ| ≪ 1. With these further assumptions incorporated, it can be shown that the Vaidya orthonormal tetrad frame components for a particle in orbit near the event horizon (N → 0) at θ = π/2 are
for λ µ0 ,
for λ µ1 ,
for λ µ2 , and
for λ µ3 , where
Given (46)- (49), it is now possible to obtain the Riemann tensor components in the Fermi frame. While the exact expressions for F Rμναβ are found in Appendix D, for the special case of N → 0 and θ = π/2 considered in this paper, the dominant nonzero components are
It is straightforward to confirm that (51) agrees with (55) of Paper I in the Schwarzschild limit when α = 0. As well, it is interesting to note that the Vaidya contribution to the curvature becomes significant when |d (∆M ) /dξ| ∼ N 6 , which sets an appropriate scale for the mass accretion or loss rate in the analysis to follow in this paper.
IV. APPLICATION TO CIRCULAR MOTION IN THE VAIDYA BACKGROUND
Having now obtained the orthonormal tetrad for the Vaidya background in the Fermi frame, it is possible to make use of the generalized CMP approximation for the MPD equations. This first requires evaluation of the unperturbed orbit from P µ (0) (τ ), which then gets integrated with respect to τ to eventually obtain X µ (0) (τ ). Because of the time-dependence in the Vaidya metric due to the evolving central mass function, it is clear that the unperturbed orbit will not be truly circular. However, since |d (∆M ) /dξ| ≪ 1, the deviation from circular motion is minimal. Based on (23a) and (46), the unperturbed four-momentum components are determined to be
It is clear from (52b) that the radial component of the four-momentum is directed inwards for infalling radiation (α = 1) and outwards for outflowing radiation (α = −1). This makes physical sense because a growing central mass creates stronger curvature that gives rise to a stronger inward force felt by the orbiting particle, and vice versa for a dissipating central mass. Integrating (52) over τ in the form
leads to the unperturbed orbit, where the initial position is X µ (0) (0) = (0, r, π/2, 0) to correspond with the x-axis. Evaluation of (53) results in
It is clear from (54) and (55) that a spinless particle in the Vaidya background experiences a quasi-circular orbit with an overall growth or decay of its radial position over proper time, plus some non-trivial oscillatory structure embedded within its time development.
A. First-Order Perturbations in ε
As with the computation in Paper I, progressing to the first-order perturbation (CMP approximation) in the Vaidya background is conceptually straightforward. However, the outcome is analytically more complicated than for its counterpart in the Kerr background. For the spinning particle initially positioned on the x-axis of the Cartesian frame, the initial spin orientation (θ,φ) for S
is chosen [8, 11] to agree with the standard definition of (θ, φ) for the spherical co-ordinates with respect to the Cartesian frame's z-axis. This leads to
with the outcome that
As noted earlier in Paper I, a complicated beat structure in the sinusoidal functions exists in (57), due to the initial spin orientation angles. It is also confirmed that the leading-order spin tensor agrees with its Paper I counterpart in the Schwarzschild limit when α = 0. The first-order perturbation of the linear momentum is determined from (24). A straightforward evaluation leads to the expressions
It is useful to note the ratio between the azimuthal component of the linear momentum to its time component,
Comparison between (59) and its counterpart (61) in Paper I shows an important distinction between the two expressions, where (59) records a predominantly oscillatory time variation in the ratio, while the expression in Paper I gives a strictly time-independent ratio of E/L.
B. Higher-Order Perturbations in ε
While computations for the second-order perturbation quantities are straightforward to perform, in the Vaidya background they become prohibitively long. Therefore, expressions for the second-order linear momentum and spin tensor components are presented in numerical form, contained in the next section. In similar fashion to that in Paper I, the "radiative corrections" to the squared mass and spin magnitudes (14a) and (14b) exist in relatively compact form, necessary to evaluate the perturbed Møller radius (32).
It is first necessary to introduce the notation for beat functions in the form
Then the first-order spin shift in the squared spin magnitude in the Vaidya background is
wherẽ
When integrated over a cycle defined by the Keplerian frequency, the time-averaged expression for (61) is deter-mined with respect to
It
where the corresponding time-averaged expression is
In similar fashion, the second-order spin shift is determined to bē
whose time-averaged expression is
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS Based on the analytic expressions presented in this paper, it is useful to explore some numerical analysis for the main results obtained. For the same reasons as given in Paper I, the purpose for taking this route is to visually determine the consequences of increasing the order of the perturbation expansion in the generalized CMP approximation, when applied to the Vaidya background. It may be possible to identify a correspondence between this approach and that of a purely numerical treatment of the MPD equations. This numerical treatment of the generalized CMP approximation is given in terms of plots found in Appendix E.
As with Paper I, the emphasis for this analysis is to identify the stability properties of the spinning particle's motion in the Vaidya background, assuming r = 6M , θ =φ = π/4, and |d (∆M ) /dξ| = 10 −4 . While it is understood from (39) that this choice for the mass accretion rate (α = 1) is too large given the Eddington luminosity limit, it nonetheless provides a useful means to directly compare with the corresponding set of plots found in Paper I. As for the mass loss rate (α = −1), there is apparently no reason to exclude this choice for |d (∆M ) /dξ| on physical grounds.
Throughout this paper, the numerical analysis assumes that µ ≡ s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −2 and µ = 10 −1 , where m 0 = 10 −2 M . To determine the magnitude for a realistic spin, it is first shown that
for given r and m 0 , which suggests that
to accommodate for a realistic spin of s 0 m 2 0 , corresponding to solar mass black holes and neutron stars [16, 21] in orbit around supermassive black holes. Since µ = 10 −2 and µ = 10 −1 lead to unrealistically large values [16, 17] for s 0 , while agreeing with the choice given previously [14, 15] to explore chaotic behaviour for the MPD equations, it follows that any chaotic effects determined in this paper occur outside of astrophysically realistic conditions, as noted in Paper I. Figure 1 lists the plots of the particle's co-ordinate speed
as a function of τ , where
for u µ (ε) according to (17) , to first-and second-order in ε, and with the restriction of 0 ≤ v < 1. As with the result of Paper I, Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show that the expression to first-order in ε is almost exclusively responsible for v due to s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −2 . Unlike the corresponding set of plots due to the Kerr background, however, the range of co-ordinate speed changes with τ in accordance with the choice for α. In Fig. 1(a) , the range for v grows steadily for α = 1, while the opposite is true for α = −1, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . This outcome suggests that the eccentricity of the particle's orbit increases or decreases accordingly. Since roughly the same behaviour occurs for the Kerr background in Paper I, this provides further evidence that a sufficiently large choice for s 0 /(m 0 r) can trigger the transition from stable to unstable orbital motion. This motivates a similar examination of the Møller radius ρ(τ ) = (s/m)(τ ), as given by (32), and expressed by Figure 2 for the same set of initial conditions, to third-order in ε. When compared with Figure 1 , and in general agreement with the corresponding plots in Paper I, there is further confirmation that the spin-curvature interaction due to ρ(τ ) induces the respective kinematic outcome for v(τ ). As well, the expression to third-order in ε implies that the mass shift contributionm Following the treatment given in Paper I, the timeaveraged value for the Møller radius ρ = s/m as a function of the initial spin orientation anglesθ andφ is considered, leading to three-dimensional plots given by Figures 3 and 4 for s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −1 . In similar fashion to that shown in Paper I, these set of plots identify an even function symmetry according toφ = π. As denoted by Figs. 3(a) and 4(a) , there exists a non-trivial peak and valley structure in ρ that agrees in form with the corresponding set in Paper I, while Figs. 3(b) and 4(b) indicate a loss of structure in 0 ≤θ < π, with two peaks that remain. However, unlike the plots given in Paper I, this set of plots also numerically agree with each other, irrespective of the choice for α, which suggests that the relevant terms are either small compared to terms not coupled to α, or they integrate to zero entirely.
As in Paper I, examination of the linear momentum components P µ (τ ), based on (24) and (28), is in order. This is given by Figures 5-7 , which show the radial, polar, and azimuthal components of the linear momentum in the Vaidya background, while the ratio P 3 (τ )/P 0 (τ ) is displayed in Figure 8 for α = 1, the outward growth of the O(ε 2 ) expression for Fig. 5 (c) starts to become dominant just before τ = 1500M , in accordance with the growth of v(τ ) in Fig. 1(a) . This is also true for Fig. 5(d) when α = −1 at around τ = 2000M . Figure 6 shows the polar component of the linear momentum, which indicates that while the expression to first-order in ε remains around zero on average, the expression to second-order is positive-valued. For s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −2 , both Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for α = 1 and α = −1, respectively, display a slight positive-valued magnitude due to the O(ε 2 ) expression for P 2 (τ ). This behaves similarly to the result obtained in Paper I for the Kerr background, also indicating that the spinning particle will no longer remain on the orbital plane after a sufficiently long time. Furthermore, in terms of the choice for α there is essentially no difference in magnitude between these two plots for s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −2 . When considering s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −1 , as shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), the expression to second-order in ε is more obviously nonzero compared to the first-order contribution, indicative of the orbital instabilities suggested by Figs. 1(c) and  1(d) .
The azimuthal component of the linear momentum is given by Figure 7 , where Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) refer to α = 1 and α = −1, respectively, for s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −2 . In both cases, the O(ε 2 ) expression has very little impact on the overall plots. Furthermore, it is evident that the last term in (58d), which is linearly time-dependent, is most likely responsible for the plots' slopes, due to an overall minus sign for this term. When s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −1 , Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) indicate a strongly increasing amplitude for the expression to second-order in ε, in similar fashion to the corresponding plots shown in Paper I.
The ratio P 3 (τ )/P 0 (τ ) is given by Figure 8 for s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −2 , where Fig. 8 (a) describes α = 1 and Fig. 8(b) refers to α = −1. Focussing on the expression to first-order in ε, it is interesting to note that the amplitude shows a steady increase (α = 1) or decrease (α = −1), unlike the strictly constant amplitude for the corresponding plots found in Paper I for the Kerr background. This is due to the last term of (59), which is linearly timedependent with an overall positive sign. Similarly to the plots of Paper I, when adding the second-order contribution, the amplitude for the ratio slightly contracts before steadily growing in magnitude.
As a final example, it is useful to examine one of the components of the spin tensor to illustrate its properties due to spin-gravity interaction. In keeping with Paper I for the sake of comparison, the S 02 (τ ) is chosen for study. This is given by Figure 9 , expressed to third-order in ε. Focussing on Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), corresponding to α = 1 and α = −1 for s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −2 , it is clear that the direction of radiation flow into or away from the black hole impacts upon the amplitude of S 02 (τ ) about zero, and that the expression to third-order in ε deviates slightly from that due to the second-order contribution alone. This is in contrast to the corresponding set of plots in Paper I, which show no significant difference between the expressions to second-and third-order in ε. When considering s 0 /(m 0 r) = 10 −1 , as shown in Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) for α = 1 and α = −1, respectively, the large outward growth of the amplitude due to the expressions to second-and third-order in ε is a further response to the orbital instability experienced by the spinning particle, as reflected in Figure 1 .
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper is an application of the generalized CMP approximation approach to the Mathisson-PapapetrouDixon equations of motion of a spinning point particle in orbit around a spherical black hole in the presence of radially inflowing and outflowing radiation, as described by the Vaidya metric. When compared to a similar analysis performed for orbital motion around a Kerr black hole, as described in Paper I [11] , all relevant computations, including the "radiative corrections" to the parti-cle's squared mass and spin magnitudes, have nontrivial properties due to the explicit time-dependence of the space-time background. It is somewhat ironic that, while the Vaidya metric is arguably much simpler in form than the Kerr metric, its time-dependence leads to much more complicated mathematical structure in the generalized CMP approximation than displayed in the previous application. As with Paper I, some numerical analysis is performed to illustrate conditions for the emergence of instabilities in the particle's orbit, with the suggestion that the Møller radius needs to remain positive-valued in order to avoid the transition away from stable motion.
The next step in this exploration is to obtain the perturbed orbit from the results determined with the generalized CMP approximation, while also incorporating the effects of gravitational radiation within the process. As noted in Paper I, this generalization introduces conceptual and technical challenges that are still not clearly understood at present. This consideration will be deferred to a future publication once these challenges are overcome. Another possibility is to explore a many-body interaction with spin incorporated through the generalized CMP approximation. To do this requires understanding the expected tidal and spin-spin interactions to be found when dealing with such a problem, which have a separate set of conceptual and technical challenges to consider. Nonetheless, both the work presented here and in Paper I illustrate the potential that comes from this line of research.
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTION FOR THE FIRST-ORDER SPIN SHIFT
To solve fors 2 1 directly from (26) requires use of the spin condition constraint equation (10) for j = 1 [11] , which leads to
With (A.1), the S
0j components can be solved algebraically in terms of the purely spatial components S (1) ij , while the three spatial components are determined as solutions to the matrix differential equation
In explicit component form, (A.3) is equivalent to dS (1)
where α ij , β ij , and γ ij are antisymmetric spatial tensors, which may be τ -dependent for a given choice of metric. For the Vaidya metric given by (38), with (45) chosen for ∆M and recalling (60), it is shown that
which are substituted into (A.4) to solve for S
µν (τ ).
APPENDIX B: ORTHONORMAL TETRAD FRAME
This Appendix outlines the derivation of the orthonormal tetrad frame λ µα for orbital motion in the Vaidya space-time background, following the approach given elsewhere [8, 22] , with the assumption that ∆M/M 0 ≪ 1. To proceed, recall from (38) the Vaidya metric g µν in (t, r, θ, φ) co-ordinates and consider the orthonormal tetrad frame Λ µα corresponding to fundamental static observers in the Vaidya background, subject to
The tetrad set for static observers is assumed to take the form
where satisfying (B.1) leads to
The main idea is to Lorentz boost Λ µα →Λ µα with speedβ to its location on the orbit, setΛ µ0 = λ µ0 , and determine λ µ accordingly to accommodate the parallel transport condition Dλ µα /dτ = 0. Because M changes with proper time τ along the null co-ordinate ξ according to (37), it follows that the frame will be boosted along at least the azimuthal and radial directions. This implies that the orbit is strictly no longer circular and introduces some complications in determining λ µ0 . However, it is shown in Appendix C that, for θ = π/2,
is a normalization condition for λ µ0 , and ∆u 0 , ∆u 1 , and ∆u 3 are contributions to the tetrad frame's overall fourvelocity determined in Appendix C. It is straightforward to confirm that K → 1 and λ µ0 → λ µ0 (Sch) when ∆M → 0, as expected.
Applying a Lorentz transformation to Λ µα and given (B.9), it is true that
whereγ = 1/ 1 −β 2 is the Lorentz factor. It follows that identification of (B.11) with (B.9) leads tõ
Finally, the spatial triad need to be rotated back by Ω K τ to reflect the parallel propagation of the tetrad along the orbit [22] , such that
This leads to the final expression for the orthonormal tetrad frame
As a final consistency check, it is straightforward to verify that
, and that (B.21)-(B.24) reduce to (40a)-(40d) in the limit as ∆M → 0.
APPENDIX C: ZEROTH COMPONENT OF THE TETRAD FRAME
This Appendix outlines the method to determine the zeroth component λ µ0 of the orthonormal tetrad frame in the Vaidya space-time background. Suppose that
From (38), it is possible to identify the metric connection as
where ∆Γ µ αβ represents the contributions dependent on ∆M . Then it follows from requiring Dλ µ0 /dτ = 0 that
After specifying θ = π/2 for the orbital plane, it is shown that d ∆λ 20 /dτ =Q 2 = 0, which implies that ∆λ 20 is a constant that can be set to zero. This leads to the column vector differential equation
to solve, wherẽ
, (C.9)
In matrix notation, (C.8) is represented as
The normal mode expression for ∆λ0 is determined by finding an invertible matrix C that is constant in τ , such that for ∆λ
The solution to (C.16) is then
which from ∆λ0 = C ∆λ ′ 0 and (C.2) leads to
Given that the nonzero Riemann tensor components for the Vaidya metric are
the nonzero components of the Riemann curvature tensor F Rμναβ in the Fermi frame are listed as follows: Fig. 3(a) shows a complicated peak and valley structure to ρ that simplifies somewhat in Fig. 3(b) . Fig. 9 (a) shows a modest decrease in amplitude for s0/(m0 r) = 10 −2 and α = 1, with a corresponding modest increase in amplitude in Fig. 9 (b) for α = −1. In contrast, both Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) show a significantly more pronounced amplitude increase for s0/(m0 r) = 10 −1 .
